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RESTful Java Patterns and Best PracticesPackt Publishing, 2014

	Learn best practices to efficiently build scalable, reliable, and maintainable high performance RESTful services


	About This Book

	
		Learn how to build RESTful services with JAX-RS 2.0
	
		Efficiently use the techniques outlined to build reliable and highly available applications based on...
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Distributed Event-Based SystemsSpringer, 2006
In today’s world, services and data are integrated in ever new constellations, requiring the easy, flexible and scalable integration of autonomous, heterogeneous components into complex systems at any time.

Event-based architectures inherently decouple system components. Event-based components are not designed to work with specific...
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Web 2.0 Security - Defending AJAX, RIA, AND SOACharles River, 2007
Service-Oriented Architecure (SOA), Rich Internet Applications (RIA), and Asynchronous Java and eXtended Markup Language (Ajax) comprise the backbone behind now-widespread Web 2.0 applications, such as MySpace, Google Maps, Flickr, and Live.com. Although these robust tools make next-generation Web applications possible, they also add new security...
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Python UnlockedPackt Publishing, 2015

	Key Features

	
		Write smarter, bug-free, high performance code with minimal effort
	
		Uncover the best tools and options available to Python developers today
	
		Deploy decorators, design patters, and various optimization techniques to use Python 3.5 effectively



	Book...
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Hands-On Reactive Programming with Python: Event-driven development unraveled with RxPYPackt Publishing, 2018

	
		A comprehensive guide to help you understand the principles of Reactive and asynchronous programming and its benefits

	
		Key Features

		
			Explore the advantages of Reactive programming
	
			Use concurrency and parallelism in RxPY to build powerful reactive applications
	...
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HTML5 Solutions: Essential Techniques for HTML5 DevelopersFriends of Ed, 2011

	The development of Hypertext Markup Language stopped in 1999 with its final version, n.4, made by the
	World Wide Web Consortium (W3C). Technology, however, has not stood still in the meantime: the W3C
	also worked on interesting projects such as the generic Standard Generalized Markup Language (SGML)
	to XML, as well as on new markup...
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Logic Circuit Design: Selected MethodsSpringer, 2012

	    In three main divisions the  book covers combinational circuits, latches, and asynchronous sequential circuits. Combinational circuits have  no memorising ability, while sequential circuits have such an ability to various degrees. Latches are the simplest sequential circuits, ones with the shortest memory. The...
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Windows Phone 8 Application Development EssentialsPackt Publishing, 2013

	If you want to develop apps for Windows Phone 8, this book gives you the works - from creating a consistent UI, to social media integration, to testing. Learn the modern approach to a totally modern mobile platform.


	Overview

	
		Learn how to design fast and fluid apps that users will love
	...
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Beyond jQueryApress, 2016

	Beyond jQuery gives you the confidence to abandon your jQuery crutches and walk freely with the power of the "web API" and JavaScript! Learn about the most important concepts surrounding web development as the mystic powers of jQuery are explained, allowing you to forgo this seemingly quintessential library in your software...
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Node SecurityPackt Publishing, 2013

	Take a deep dive into the world of securing your Node applications with Node Security


	Overview

	
		Examine security features and vulnerabilities within JavaScript
	
		Explore the Node platform, including the event-loop and core modules
	
		Solve common security problems with available...
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Pro TypeScript: Application-Scale JavaScript DevelopmentApress, 2014

	JavaScript is everywhere, both as a pure language and in popular libraries like Angular, jQuery and Knockout, but users of modern object-oriented languages like Java and C# often find JavaScript frustrating to use and hard to extend to large-scale applications. TypeScript is an innovative open source language from Microsoft that combines...
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Pro Ajax and the .NET 2.0 PlatformApress, 2006

 Pro Ajax and the .NET 2.0 Platform gets high marks from me because it is concise, informative and easy to follow. After reading the first three chapters I had a clear understanding of what Ajax really is.
...
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